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About me

My career in financial services started in 2001.  Having gained a BSc (Hons) in 
Biochemistry, I held a variety of roles with the Woolwich and Halifax building societies 
before settling into mortgage consultancy.  In 2010, I joined John Charcol, one of the 
largest mortgage brokers in ‘The City’.

I’m very proud to say that I’m heavily involved with a local domestic violence charity, 
helping victims to understand finance and give them the confidence they need to take 
control of their financial circumstances.

I live in north London and, although most of my clients are UK-based, some are 
international.

My experience

Working within the banking sector, and particularly within the mortgage industry, for 
so long has given me an in-depth understanding of how it works; experience I use for 
the benefit of my clients.

My time in the City gave me an opportunity to establish long-lasting relationships 
with many private banks and specialist lenders; relationships that allow me to secure 
individually-tailored financial solutions for my clients.

In addition to ‘everyday’ residential and commercial purchases, my particular areas 
of expertise include investment purchases, ‘help to buy’ schemes, purchases by 
international clients, and specialist and bridging finance.

How I work with my clients

I’m passionate about what I do – helping someone fulfil their dreams is incredibly 
rewarding.  Financial transactions relating to property are usually a significant event in 
anyone’s life and can be stressful, so being able to both help and make a real difference 
are key motivators.

Getting to know my clients is something I enjoy.  Doing so helps me understand their 
true circumstances which means I can offer them sound advice – not only to make a 
successful loan application, but one that helps to meet their goals.

What my clients say

“I approached Pravin for mortgage advice 
and have now used his services on two 
occasions; for my home and for a buy-to-
let property.  Pravin is very approachable, 
he is also experienced, knowledgeable, 
reliable and very thorough in his work.”

Dr Shweta Sardesai
April 2021

Pravin has helped us (my wife and I) 
with property purchases, equity release 
and life insurance over the last five years.  
Apart from helping us to understand the 
‘industry terminology’ he’s guided us 
through getting the desired mortgage for 
two of our properties.”

Mr D Ooloff
April 2021


